Abstract -In industrial ecosystem, the symbiotic relationship and mechanism of the various communities are the keys to normal operating such as natural ecosystems. In the process of industry innovation, the Community main bodies, such as enterprises, universities and research institutions, intermediary institutions and governments, play different roles. Under the symbiotic environment formed by city innovation system, the cooperation innovation in community main bodies is carried out to achieve the system functions.
Connotation and composition of the industrial clusters ecosystem on city innovation
Due to the variability and complexity of modern social, to advance the development of industrial clusters relies on the multilateral cooperation, such as enterprises, universities, research institutions, government and intermediaries. In the process of industrial innovation, they collaborate with their own advantages, and jointly advance scientific and technological innovating. Thus the industrial clusters ecosystem on city innovation is composed by these principal innovation bodies and their interaction relationships. By symbiosis theory, the symbiosis system is constituted by units, mode and environment. In three factors, the unit is a foundation, the environment is conditions and mode is the key factor.
A. The Definition of Symbiosis Unit
In Fig.1 , as a result of the principal innovation bodies differently acting on and participating in the Industrial innovation, a hierarchy of symbiotic interfaces can be built in the industrial clusters ecosystem on city innovation, and different symbiotic units are formed, which comprise four kind of symbiotic units: enterprises, universities and research institutions, government and intermediary services (technology, social capital, etc.) . They are the fundamental units for symbiont to exchange matter and energy. And their characteristics can be described by a series of basic quality parameters, which reflect the internal properties of the symbiosis unit.
1)
Enterprises is the most important symbiotic unit, the main body of investment and innovation activities, and also the most direct actor in the innovation added value. The enterprise-center symbiont is the key point and origin to study symbiotic system of industrial cluster. Its function mainly influences on forming the boundary of symbiotic system, allocating resource, improving of the symbiosis network, encouraging information and knowledge to flow, and so on.
2) Universities and research institutions are the main symbiotic units and the important sources of scientific research and innovation. As the primary creators and providers of knowledge and technology, universities and scientific research institutions not only directly involved in activities such as knowledge creating, disseminating and applying, but also participate in technological innovation activities by establishing businesses or enterprises and cooperating with other units.
3)Intermediary agencies，the main symbiotic units, are not directly involved in the creative process, and only plays a good role in assisting, communicating, coordinating and facilitating among government and universities, enterprises, society and market. And they also can provide financial support for other units.
4) Government also don't directly participate in innovation activities. But it plays an important role in promoting the function implementation of symbiotic system. It actively facilitate formation and development of the symbiosis network by building the industrial cluster symbiosis environment, and affects the entire innovation process by way of encouragement, guidance, coordination and protection .
B. Symbiotic Mode Selection
In the industrial cluster ecosystem, symbiosis model is the important way among symbiotic units to exchange information, energy and material, and is the decisive factor to influence the depth, breadth and cooperative forms among the main innovation bodies. Only benefiting from the system for their conducive developing, could the interdependence and cooperative relations be established among symbiotic units with their common goals, and be maintained sustainably and stably for a long time. To commonly developing and evolving, the symbiotic units select the corresponding symbiotic mode with the symbiotic goals and their own development needs, which includes of point symbiosis model, intermittent symbiosis model, continuous symbiosis model and integrated symbiosis model (As 
C. Symbiosis Environment
The ideal symbiotic environment is positive for improving the industry cluster symbiosis ecosystem. Symbiotic environment can be defined from the macrocosm and microcosm, which determines the speed and efficiency of transmitting material and energy among the symbiotic units. The symbiotic environment makes an important influence on the emergence and development of the symbiotic relationship among symbiotic cells, which involves with policy, spatial geographical, network and social environments. Respectively, they could be separately measured with related indexes (As TABLE 2), such as policy support, the degree of spatial aggregation, complete information, and so on. 
Analysis on symbiosis mechanism

A. Symbiosis Mechanism
In the industrial cluster ecosystem, the key to effectively establish a symbiotic relationship and sustained over a long period of time is whether a certain symbiosis interface is built up among symbiotic units. The symbiosis interface is not only the foundation of symbiotic mechanism, but also the prime prerequisite for symbiotic system surviving and developing.
The symbiosis interfaces are the channels to transmit information, material and energy among enterprises, universities, research institutions, government and intermediaries. In different symbiosis environments, a variety of symbiotic interfaces can be produced among symbiotic cells (As TABLE 3 ). Generally, the more symbiotic interfaces and the greater contact surface are built, the better, the activities among symbiotic units and symbiotic effects are. 
B. The Reaction Mechanism of Symbiotic Relationship
The symbiotic relationship can also be described by symbiosis-degree, and Symbiosis-coefficient.
1) Symbiosis-degree
If in the industrial cluster eco-system there are two symbiotic units: enterprise(E) and university (U), quality parameters Z E 、 Z U are corresponded to them, thus the symbiosis-degree δ EU could be defined:
δ EU reports the change scope of correlation and the degree of interaction energy between Z E and Z U ,which is the most directly reflects the symbiotic nature and law of development. As playing a major role in symbiotic relationship, the main quality parameters are only discussed.
Assumes that Z E is the main quality parameter of the symbiosis unit E and Z U is the main quality parameter of the symbiosis unit E, then the characteristics of symbiotic degree can be defined as Based on this analysis, a conclusion can be drawn that to improve innovation performance and promote innovation ability, a city must attract a variety of innovation subject and resources to build an ecological industry cluster innovation system to improve innovation performance and promote innovation ability. If to build a symbiotic relationship and then to achieve collaborative innovation and development, it is more important to Upgrade the Symbiosis degree among enterprises, universities, research institutions, media and government
2) Symbiotic relationships
If θ m represents the symbiotic relationship between enterprise(E) and university(U), an equation can be given: m E  <1, there is a partial symbiotic relationship between them, for E have more effects on U.
C. Symbiotic Energy Regulation Mechanism
Symbiotic energy is the key to maintain and develop symbiotic relationships. In the industrial clusters ecosystem based on city innovation, symbiotic energy is released from interaction with enterprises, universities, research institutions, intermediaries and government in cluster. The new energy being constantly produced, can strengthen incentive actions on symbiotic units. Further, a virtuous symbiotic circle is come into being to continuously promote the optimization and development of the system. On the contrary, no enough symbiotic energy would gradually degenerate, even dying. Whether symbiosis energy could be generated depends on the total factor symbiotic degree(δ s )in the system.
If there are m (m≥2) nodes (symbiotic units) in industrial cluster eco-system, and Z i respectively represents the qualitative parameter of each node, the relation between Z s 与 Z i can be indicated that"Z s =f(Z 1 ,Z 2 ,…,Z i ,…,Z m )".If there are the total factor symbiotic degree(δ s ) and the symbiotic damping coefficient(λ), then the relation between them can be indicated :
For the innovation symbionts in the industrial clusters ecosystem based on city innovation, there is a clear correspondence between symbiotic energy (E s ) and the total factor symbiotic degree (δ s ), of the symbiosis density (ρ s ) and symbiotic dimension (η s ). It can be indicated that:
Therefore, in order to add value to system efficiency or benefit the value-added system or expand the scale of development systems, some appropriate measures on those subjects must be taken with the industrial clusters ecosystem.
1) Enhance the interaction efficiency of symbiotic interface.
By enhancing their own qualities of symbiotic units and all elements, improving symbiotic interface functions and bettering symbiotic relationships, transaction costs would be reduced and the resistance between the symbiotic interfaces would also be diminished.
2) Advance the symbiosis symbiotic degree between the units. The δ s can elucidate the internal reactions among symbiotic units, and it plays a key role in generating energy and speeding up. The bigger δ s is, the greater symbiotic energy could be generated within the system.
3) Keep the symbiosis density (ρ s ) and symbiotic dimension (η s ) in a distance range. In symbiotic system, both symbiotic units size in a certain region (symbiosis density) should be controlled, and the number of the same category bodies in the same unit (symbiotic dimension) should be kept at a constant level. In the process of system developing, if each procedure of cooperative innovation processes wanted to achieve symbiotic effects maximization, the levels of symbiosis density and symbiotic dimension should be regulated gradually achieving equilibrium value and maintaining this level state.
Conclusions
In particular symbiotic environment of city innovation, the symbiotic relationships and symbiosis mechanism were formulated from interactions and interdependence among symbiotic cells. Further, these symbiotic units cooperate with industry innovation as the core content to achieve overall function of entire system by virtue of the symbiosis mechanism and mode.
